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From ultrashort optical pulses to optical tweezers -groundbreaking nobel-awarded inventions in the field oflaser physics
. Modern laser physics is heading to tailor light in all its parameters. On the one hand, the generation of ultrashortlaser pulses that achieve highest energies or allow measuring ultrashort processes, is among these parameters,and on the other hand, tailoring amplitude, phase and polarization of a light wave allows sculpting new laserfields that can be used as tools in nanoassembly or in biophysics. It is that area of optics and photonics that hascontributed by its fundamental discoveries to the development of a number of new technological applicationsince the 70ies and 80ies of the last century.

Among them, the shortest events in the universe, ultrashort laser pulses having a length of only a fewfemtoseconds, have been realized. Tailoring their strength by adequate amplification has allowed to exploit thisnovel laser light for applications in material processing and biomedicine with highest precision. This is especiallythe achievement of Gerard Mourou and Donna Strickland who share the first half of this year’s Nobel award.The potential to trap small particles in the focus of a laser has been discovered by Arthur Ashkin. He paved thusthe way to exploit the tiny forces that are inherent to laser beams, allowing to grab, move and assembleparticles at the micro- and nanoscale. Since this “optical tweezer” is producing forces that are of the same orderof magnitude as those in cells and small animalcules, this tool of light is perfectly suited to investigate cells,larger cellular structures or even organs and thus contributes to analyse cancer or vascular diseases.
Since these fundamental physics and optics invention pave the way to many applications that are for the benefitof mankind, this year’s Nobel award is much in the spirit of Alfred Nobel’s original intention when endowing theaward. In this presentation, we will follow the development from fundamentals of optics to applications tounderstand the basic concepts behind the Nobel award 2018 and show examples from actual research.


